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Over 19,000 total pages ... Public Domain U.S. Government published manual: Numerous
illustrations and matrices. Published in the 1990s and after 2000. TITLES and CONTENTS:
ELECTRICAL SCIENCES - Contains the following manuals: Electrical Science, Vol 1 Electrical Science, Vol 2 - Electrical Science, Vol 3 - Electrical Science, Vol 4 Thermodynamics, Heat Transfer, And Fluid Flow, Vol 1 - Thermodynamics, Heat Transfer, And
Fluid Flow, Vol 2 - Thermodynamics, Heat Transfer, And Fluid Flow, Vol 3 - Instrumentation
And Control, Vol 1 - Instrumentation And Control, Vol 2 Mathematics, Vol 1 - Mathematics, Vol
2 - Chemistry, Vol 1 - Chemistry, Vol 2 - Engineering Symbology, Prints, And Drawings, Vol 1 Engineering Symbology, Prints, And Drawings, Vol 2 - Material Science, Vol 1 - Material
Science, Vol 2 - Mechanical Science, Vol 1 - Mechanical Science, Vol 2 - Nuclear Physics And
Reactor Theory, Vol 1 - Nuclear Physics And Reactor Theory, Vol 2. CLASSICAL PHYSICS The Classical Physics Fundamentals includes information on the units used to measure
physical properties; vectors, and how they are used to show the net effect of various forces;
Newton's Laws of motion, and how to use these laws in force and motion applications; and the
concepts of energy, work, and power, and how to measure and calculate the energy involved
in various applications. * Scalar And Vector Quantities * Vector Identification * Vectors:
Resultants And Components * Graphic Method Of Vector Addition * Component Addition
Method * Analytical Method Of Vector Addition * Newton's Laws Of Motion * Momentum
Principles * Force And Weight * Free-Body Diagrams * Force Equilibrium * Types Of Force *
Energy And Work * Law Of Conservation Of Energy * Power – ELECTRICAL SCIENCE: The
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Electrical Science Fundamentals Handbook includes information on alternating current (AC)
and direct current (DC) theory, circuits, motors, and generators; AC power and reactive
components; batteries; AC and DC voltage regulators; transformers; and electrical test
instruments and measuring devices. * Atom And Its Forces * Electrical Terminology * Units Of
Electrical Measurement * Methods Of Producing Voltage (Electricity) * Magnetism * Magnetic
Circuits * Electrical Symbols * DC Sources * DC Circuit Terminology * Basic DC Circuit
Calculations * Voltage Polarity And Current Direction * Kirchhoff's Laws * DC Circuit Analysis *
DC Circuit Faults * Inductance * Capacitance * Battery Terminology * Battery Theory * Battery
Operations * Types Of Batteries * Battery Hazards * DC Equipment Terminology * DC
Equipment Construction * DC Generator Theory * DC Generator Construction * DC Motor
Theory * Types Of DC Motors * DC Motor Operation * AC Generation * AC Generation
Analysis * Inductance * Capacitance * Impedance * Resonance * Power Triangle * ThreePhase Circuits * AC Generator Components * AC Generator Theory * AC Generator Operation
* Voltage Regulators * AC Motor Theory * AC Motor Types * Transformer Theory *
Transformer Types * Meter Movements * Voltmeters * Ammeters * Ohm Meters * Wattmeters *
Other Electrical Measuring Devices * Test Equipment * System Components And Protection
Devices * Circuit Breakers * Motor Controllers * Wiring Schemes And Grounding
THERMODYNAMICS, HEAT TRANSFER AND FLUID FUNDAMENTALS. The
Thermodynamics, Heat Transfer, and Fluid Flow Fundamentals Handbook includes information
on thermodynamics and the properties of fluids; the three modes of heat transfer - conduction,
convection, and radiation; and fluid flow, and the energy relationships in fluid systems. *
Thermodynamic Properties * Temperature And Pressure Measurements * Energy, Work, And
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Heat * Thermodynamic Systems And Processes * Change Of Phase * Property Diagrams And
Steam Tables * First Law Of Thermodynamics * Second Law Of Thermodynamics *
Compression Processes * Heat Transfer Terminology * Conduction Heat Transfer * Convection
Heat Transfer * Radiant Heat Transfer * Heat Exchangers * Boiling Heat Transfer * Heat
Generation * Decay Heat * Continuity Equation * Laminar And Turbulent Flow * Bernoulli's
Equation * Head Loss * Natural Circulation * Two-Phase Fluid Flow * Centrifugal Pumps
INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL. The Instrumentation and Control Fundamentals
Handbook includes information on temperature, pressure, flow, and level detection systems;
position indication systems; process control systems; and radiation detection principles. *
Resistance Temperature Detectors (Rtds) * Thermocouples * Functional Uses Of Temperature
Detectors * Temperature Detection Circuitry * Pressure Detectors * Pressure Detector
Functional Uses * Pressure Detection Circuitry * Level Detectors * Density Compensation *
Level Detection Circuitry * Head Flow Meters * Other Flow Meters * Steam Flow Detection *
Flow Circuitry * Synchro Equipment * Switches * Variable Output Devices * Position Indication
Circuitry * Radiation Detection Terminology * Radiation Types * Gas-Filled Detector * Detector
Voltage * Proportional Counter * Proportional Counter Circuitry * Ionization Chamber *
Compensated Ion Chamber * Electroscope Ionization Chamber * Geiger-Müller Detector *
Scintillation Counter * Gamma Spectroscopy * Miscellaneous Detectors * Circuitry And Circuit
Elements * Source Range Nuclear Instrumentation * Intermediate Range Nuclear
Instrumentation * Power Range Nuclear Instrumentation * Principles Of Control Systems *
Control Loop Diagrams * Two Position Control Systems * Proportional Control Systems *
Reset (Integral) Control Systems * Proportional Plus Reset Control Systems * Proportional
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Plus Rate Control Systems * Proportional-Integral-Derivative Control Systems * Controllers *
Valve Actuators MATHEMATICS The Mathematics Fundamentals Handbook includes a review
of introductory mathematics and the concepts and functional use of algebra, geometry,
trigonometry, and calculus. Word problems, equations, calculations, and practical exercises
that require the use of each of the mathematical concepts are also presented. * Calculator
Operations * Four Basic Arithmetic Operations * Averages * Fractions * Decimals * Signed
Numbers * Significant Digits * Percentages * Exponents * Scientific Notation * Radicals *
Algebraic Laws * Linear Equations * Quadratic Equations * Simultaneous Equations * Word
Problems * Graphing * Slopes * Interpolation And Extrapolation * Basic Concepts Of Geometry
* Shapes And Figures Of Plane Geometry * Solid Geometric Figures * Pythagorean Theorem *
Trigonometric Functions * Radians * Statistics * Imaginary And Complex Numbers * Matrices
And Determinants * Calculus CHEMISTRY The Chemistry Handbook includes information on
the atomic structure of matter; chemical bonding; chemical equations; chemical interactions
involved with corrosion processes; water chemistry control, including the principles of water
treatment; the hazards of chemicals and gases, and basic gaseous diffusion processes. *
Characteristics Of Atoms * The Periodic Table * Chemical Bonding * Chemical Equations *
Acids, Bases, Salts, And Ph * Converters * Corrosion Theory * General Corrosion * Crud And
Galvanic Corrosion * Specialized Corrosion * Effects Of Radiation On Water Chemistry
(Synthesis) * Chemistry Parameters * Purpose Of Water Treatment * Water Treatment
Processes * Dissolved Gases, Suspended Solids, And Ph Control * Water Purity * Corrosives
(Acids And Alkalies) * Toxic Compound * Compressed Gases * Flammable And Combustible
Liquids ENGINEERING SYMBIOLOGY. The Engineering Symbology, Prints, and Drawings
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Handbook includes information on engineering fluid drawings and prints; piping and instrument
drawings; major symbols and conventions; electronic diagrams and schematics; logic circuits
and diagrams; and fabrication, construction, and architectural drawings. * Introduction To Print
Reading * Introduction To The Types Of Drawings, Views, And Perspectives * Engineering
Fluids Diagrams And Prints * Reading Engineering P&Ids * P&Id Print Reading Example *
Fluid Power P&Ids * Electrical Diagrams And Schematics * Electrical Wiring And Schematic
Diagram Reading Examples * Electronic Diagrams And Schematics * Examples * Engineering
Logic Diagrams * Truth Tables And Exercises * Engineering Fabrication, Construction, And
Architectural Drawings * Engineering Fabrication, Construction, And Architectural Drawing,
Examples MATERIAL SCIENCE. The Material Science Handbook includes information on the
structure and properties of metals, stress mechanisms in metals, failure modes, and the
characteristics of metals that are commonly used in DOE nuclear facilities. * Bonding *
Common Lattice Types * Grain Structure And Boundary * Polymorphism * Alloys *
Imperfections In Metals * Stress * Strain * Young's Modulus * Stress-Strain Relationship *
Physical Properties * Working Of Metals * Corrosion * Hydrogen Embrittlement *
Tritium/Material Compatibility * Thermal Stress * Pressurized Thermal Shock * Brittle Fracture
Mechanism * Minimum Pressurization-Temperature Curves * Heatup And Cooldown Rate
Limits * Properties Considered * When Selecting Materials * Fuel Materials * Cladding And
Reflectors * Control Materials * Shielding Materials * Nuclear Reactor Core Problems * Plant
Material Problems * Atomic Displacement Due To Irradiation * Thermal And Displacement
Spikes * Due To Irradiation * Effect Due To Neutron Capture * Radiation Effects In Organic
Compounds * Reactor Use Of Aluminum MECHANICAL SCIENCE. The Mechanical Science
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Handbook includes information on diesel engines, heat exchangers, pumps, valves, and
miscellaneous mechanical components. * Diesel Engines * Fundamentals Of The Diesel Cycle
* Diesel Engine Speed, Fuel Controls, And Protection * Types Of Heat Exchangers * Heat
Exchanger Applications * Centrifugal Pumps * Centrifugal Pump Operation * Positive
Displacement Pumps * Valve Functions And Basic Parts * Types Of Valves * Valve Actuators *
Air Compressors * Hydraulics * Boilers * Cooling Towers * Demineralizers * Pressurizers *
Steam Traps * Filters And Strainers NUCLEAR PHYSICS AND REACTOR THEORY. The
Nuclear Physics and Reactor Theory Handbook includes information on atomic and nuclear
physics; neutron characteristics; reactor theory and nuclear parameters; and the theory of
reactor operation. * Atomic Nature Of Matter * Chart Of The Nuclides * Mass Defect And
Binding Energy * Modes Of Radioactive Decay * Radioactivity * Neutron Interactions * Nuclear
Fission * Energy Release From Fission * Interaction Of Radiation With Matter * Neutron
Sources * Nuclear Cross Sections And Neutron Flux * Reaction Rates * Neutron Moderation *
Prompt And Delayed Neutrons * Neutron Flux Spectrum * Neutron Life Cycle * Reactivity *
Reactivity Coefficients * Neutron Poisons * Xenon * Samarium And Other Fission Product
Poisons * Control Rods * Subcritical Multiplication * Reactor Kinetics * Reactor
The most critical state of a structure's lifetime is during construction; many more disasters
occur during construction than after projects have been completed. This book helps readers to
determine construction loads; understand performance criteria during construction; prevent
construction delays; maintain structural strength and stability; find relevant codes and
standards; learn methods of shoring, reshoring, bracing and guying, and completing other
temporary work; spot potential hazards; eliminate construction-created structural disaster; and
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maximize site safety. The book also covers concrete frame analysis and provides
comprehensive treatment of topics such as construction procedures and shoring scheduling.
Concrete Buildings: Analysis for Safe Construction also features a diskette that contains the
computer program, SHORING2, a menu-driven, user-friendly program capable of calculating
the loads imposed on shores, reshores, and slabs at every state of construction on high-rise
reinforced concrete buildings. The program can also assess safety at each stage of
construction. Concrete Buildings: Analysis for Safe Construction's "back to basics" approach,
realistic detailed worked examples, and emphasis on safety through the use of computer
programs, will benefit structural engineers, contractors, inspectors, construction managers,
building officials, and construction safety specialists. The book is an important guide for safe
analysis of concrete buildings during construction.
The Code of Federal Regulations Title 29 contains the codified Federal laws and regulations
that are in effect as of the date of the publication pertaining to labor, including employment,
wages and mediation.
The definitive guide to formwork design, materials, and methods--fully updated Formwork for
Concrete Structures, Fourth Edition, provides current information on designing and building
formwork and temporary structures during the construction process. Developed with the latest
structural design recommendations by the National Design Specification (NDS 2005), the book
covers recent advances in materials, money- and energy-saving strategies, safety guidelines,
OSHA regulations, and dimensional tolerances. Up-to-date sample problems illustrate practical
applications for calculating loads and stresses. This comprehensive manual also includes new
summary tables and equations and a directory of suppliers. Formwork for Concrete Structures,
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Fourth Edition, covers: Economy of formwork Pressure of concrete on formwork Properties of
form material Form design Shores and scaffolding Failures of formwork Forms for footings,
walls, and columns Forms for beams and floor slabs Patented forms for concrete floor systems
Forms for thin-shell roof slabs Forms for architectural concrete Slipforms Forms for concrete
bridge decks Flying deck forms

This revised, fully updated second edition covers the analysis, design, and
construction of reinforced concrete structures from a real-world perspective. It
examines different reinforced concrete elements such as slabs, beams, columns,
foundations, basement and retaining walls and pre-stressed concrete
incorporating the most up-to-date edition of the American Concrete Institute Code
(ACI 318-14) requirements for the design of concrete structures. It includes a
chapter on metric system in reinforced concrete design and construction. A new
chapter on the design of formworks has been added which is of great value to
students in the construction engineering programs along with practicing
engineers and architects. This second edition also includes a new appendix with
color images illustrating various concrete construction practices, and welldesigned buildings. The ACI 318-14 constitutes the most extensive
reorganization of the code in the past 40 years. References to the various
sections of the ACI 318-14 are provided throughout the book to facilitate its use
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by students and professionals. Aimed at architecture, building construction, and
undergraduate engineering students, the scope of concepts in this volume
emphasize simplified and practical methods in the analysis and design of
reinforced concrete. This is distinct from advanced, graduate engineering texts,
where treatment of the subject centers around the theoretical and mathematical
aspects of design. As in the first edition, this book adopts a step-by-step
approach to solving analysis and design problems in reinforced concrete. Using a
highly graphical and interactive approach in its use of detailed images and selfexperimentation exercises, “Concrete Structures, Second Edition,” is tailored to
the most practical questions and fundamental concepts of design of structures in
reinforced concrete. The text stands as an ideal learning resource for civil
engineering, building construction, and architecture students as well as a
valuable reference for concrete structural design professionals in practice.
This book is a personal anthology of the author's utmost academic works and
accomplishments with his former students and colleagues intended as an
enduring record for the engineering community for many years to come.The
author's forty-year professional career and academic life journey is first briefly
sketched in Chapter 1 and more details are elaborated in three chapters that
follow: Chapter 2: The first ten years at Lehigh — beginning to show; Chapter 3:
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Twenty=three years at Purdue — the highly productive years; and Chapter 4:
seven years at UH — the pursuit of excellence. The author's specific academic
contributions are documented in the following three chapters: Chapter 5: 23
academic bulletins are selected to highlight his 10 major research areas; Chapter
6: 23 Academic masterpiece books are listed along with their respective peer
review comments; and Chapter 7: academic publications include journal articles,
conference proceedings and symposiums, and lectures and keynotes. The book
ends with the listing of all the author's 55 doctoral students' dissertation titles in
Chapter 8.In 1975 at Lehigh, the author published a milestone treatise on Limit
Analysis and Soil Plasticity. In 1982 at Purdue, he published another pioneering
work on Plasticity in Reinforced Concrete.In September 1999, the author was
recruited by UH to take the Deanship of the College of Engineering to accomplish
the noble mission: to build the College to become one of the top 50 engineering
schools by strengthening the faculty, improving the facilities, and increasing the
enrollment. Over his seven years at UH, a lot of progress was made in all these
three areas — the research program expanded, facilities improved, and enrollment
increased.
Since 1932, the ten editions of Architectural Graphic Standards have been
referred to as the "architect's bible." From site excavation to structures to roofs,
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this book is the first place to look when an architect is confronted with a question
about building design. With more than 8,000 architectural illustrations, including
both reference drawings and constructible architectural details, this book
provides an easily accessible graphic reference for highly visual professionals.
To celebrate seventy-five years as the cornerstone of an industry, this
commemorative Eleventh Edition is the most thorough and significant revision of
Architectural Graphic Standards in a generation. Substantially revised to be even
more relevant to today's design professionals, it features: An entirely new,
innovative look and design created by Bruce Mau Design that includes a modern
page layout, bold second color, and new typeface Better organized-- a
completely new organization structure applies the UniFormat(r) classification
system which organizes content by function rather than product or material
Expanded and updated coverage of inclusive, universal, and accessible design
strategies Environmentally-sensitive and sustainable design is presented and
woven throughout including green materials, LEEDS standards, and recyclability
A bold, contemporary new package--as impressive closed as it is open, the
Eleventh Edition features a beveled metal plate set in a sleek, black cloth cover
Ribbon Markers included as a convenient and helpful way to mark favorite and
well used spots in the book All New material Thoroughly reviewed and edited by
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hundreds of building science experts and experienced architects, all new details
and content including: new structural technologies, building systems, and
materials emphasis on sustainable construction, green materials, LEED
standards, and recyclability expanded and updated coverage on inclusive,
universal, and accessible design strategies computing technologies including
Building Information Modeling (BIM) and CAD/CAM new information on regional
and international variations accessibility requirements keyed throughout the text
new standards for conducting, disseminating, and applying architectural research
New and improved details With some 8,500 architectural illustrations, including
both reference drawings and constructible architectural details, Architectural
Graphic Standards continues to be the industry's leading, easily accessible
graphic reference for highly visual professionals.
Significantly updated with revisions to nearly all 200-plus details, this second
edition of Architect's Handbook of Construction Detailing provides architects,
engineers, interior designers, contractors, and other building professionals with
all of the common construction details, materials information, and detailing
concepts used throughout the industry. The information can be used as is or
modified to fit individual project designs. Each of book's seven sections -formatted to follow the new six-digit CSI MasterFormat system -- contains details
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and related information, including descriptions, detailing considerations, material
requirements, installation requirements, tolerance coordination, and likely failure
points. Additionally, SI (metric) equivalents have been added to all dimensions.
Prepared by the Design Loads on Structures during Construction Standards Committee of the
Codes and Standards Activities Division of the Structural Engineering Institute of ASCE Design
loads during construction must account for the often short duration of loading and for the
variability of temporary loads. Many elements of the completed structure that provide strength,
stiffness, stability, or continuity may not be present during construction. Design Loads on
Structures during Construction, ASCE/SEI 37-14, describes the minimum design requirements
for construction loads, load combinations, and load factors affecting buildings and other
structures that are under construction. It addresses partially completed structures as well as
temporary support and access structures used during construction. The loads specified are
suitable for use either with strength design criteria, such as ultimate strength design (USD) and
load and resistance factor design (LRFD), or with allowable stress design (ASD) criteria. The
loads are applicable to all conventional construction methods. Topics include: load factors and
load combinations; dead and live loads; construction loads; lateral earth pressure; and
environmental loads. Of particular note, the environmental load provisions have been aligned
with those of Minimum Design Loads for Buildings and Other Structures, ASCE/SEI 7-10.
Because ASCE/SEI 7-10 does not address loads during construction, the environmental loads
in this standard were adjusted for the duration of the construction period. This new edition of
Standard 37 prescribes loads based on probabilistic analysis, observation of construction
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practices, and expert opinions. Embracing comments, recommendations, and experiences that
have evolved since the original 2002 edition, this standard serves structural engineers,
construction engineers, design professionals, code officials, and building owners.
Temporary structures are a vital but often overlooked component in the success of any
construction project. With the assistance of modern technology, design and operation
procedures in this area have undergone significant enhancements in recent years. Design
Solutions and Innovations in Temporary Structures is a comprehensive source of academic
research on the latest methods, practices, and analyses for effective and safe temporary
structures. Including perspectives on numerous relevant topics, such as safety considerations,
quality management, and structural analysis, this book is ideally designed for engineers,
professionals, academics, researchers, and practitioners actively involved in the construction
industry.
The Code of Federal Regulations is a codification of the general and permanent rules
published in the Federal Register by the Executive departments and agencies of the United
States Federal Government.
The Code of Federal Regulations is the codification of the general and permanent rules
published in the Federal Register by the executive departments and agencies of the Federal
Government.

The gold-standard design and documentation reference for students Architectural
Graphic Standards, Student Edition condenses key information from the definitive
industry reference to provide students with a powerful learning resource. Covering
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design and documentation for a variety of projects, this book offers extensive visuals
backed by expert discussion to prepare students for work in a modern professional
practice. This new 12th edition has been significantly updated to provide the latest
information on important architectural developments and movements, with detailed
coverage of sustainability, economy, technology, and more alongside current building
standards and best practices. The companion website features sample curricula,
student exercises, and classroom projects to aid the understanding of developing
designers, and links to additional resources include professional associations,
manufacturers' websites, and architectural articles to help students stay up-to-date as
the field continues to evolve. Architectural Graphic Standards is the gold-standard
reference for practicing architects, engineers, and builders; this Student Edition
introduces key elements in a way that's relevant to the budding designer, along with
ancillary materials that facilitate internalization. Delve into the design and
documentation process for building materials and elements, as used in today's realworld practice Discover the latest advances in sustainability, digital fabrication, building
information modeling, and more Learn the building standards and best practices for a
wide variety of architectural details Examine thousands of illustrations, richly detailed
graphics, PowerPoint slides, and links to additional resources Simply "knowing" graphic
and documentation standards is not enough; future architects and engineers must
develop an instinctual understanding and reflexive use of much of this material.
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Architectural Graphic Standards, Student Edition provides the depth and breadth of
coverage they need, and the expert guidance that will help them succeed.
ACI 347R-14, Guide to Formwork for ConcreteFormwork for ConcreteAmerican
Concrete InstituteSP-4 (8th) Formwork for ConcreteFormwork for ConcreteFormwork
for Concrete(SP-4).Structural Design Guide to the ACI Building CodeSpringer Science
& Business Media
Estimating, modelling, controlling and monitoring the flow of concrete is a vital part of
the construction process, as the properties of concrete before it has set can have a
significant impact on performance. This book provides a detailed overview of the
rheological behaviour of concrete, including measurement techniques, the impact of
mix design, and casting. Part one begins with two introductory chapters dealing with the
rheology and rheometry of complex fluids, followed by chapters that examine specific
measurement and testing techniques for concrete. The focus of part two is the impact
of mix design on the rheological behaviour of concrete, looking at additives including
superplasticizers and viscosity agents. Finally, chapters in part three cover topics
related to casting, such as thixotropy and formwork pressure. With its distinguished
editor and expert team of contributors, Understanding the rheology of concrete is an
essential reference for researchers, materials specifiers, architects and designers in
any section of the construction industry that makes use of concrete, and will also
benefit graduate and undergraduate students of civil engineering, materials and
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construction. Provides a detailed overview of the rheological behaviour of concrete,
including measurement techniques, casting and the impact of mix design The
estimating, modelling, controlling and monitoring of concrete flow is comprehensively
discussed Chapters examine specific measurement and testing techniques for
concrete, the impact of mix design on the rheological behaviour of concrete, particle
packaging and viscosity-enhancing admixtures
Parking Structures provides a single-source reference for parking structure designers,
builders, and owners. This third edition is still the only such book. It addresses how to
select the best functional and structural designs for a given situation, ensure long-term
durability, design for easy maintenance, decide on the number and placement of
entrances and exits, design an easily understood wayfinding system, design for ADA
compliance, plan for internal auto and pedestrian traffic circulation, select the most
effective and energy efficient lighting system, avoid the most common design and
construction pitfalls, provide for adequate patron safety and security, carry out needed
repairs, and extend the parking structure life. Parking Structures addresses all the
major issues related to parking garages. It is an essential reference for parking
structure owners, structural engineers, architects, contractors, and other professionals.
New in the third edition: This third edition of Parking Structures includes new material
on metric dimensions and recommendations for functional design globally, new
research on flow capacity and queuing at parking entry/exits, an entirely new chapter
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on planning for a new parking structure, including cost issues and alternatives to
structure construction, pedestrian considerations, safety in parking facilities, plazas
above parking structures, an expanded chapter on seismic design, seismic retrofit, life
cycle cost analysis, and upgrades to existing structures.
Offers insights on currently-used concrete formwork structures, from classification,
system components and materials' properties to selection and construction
requirements and procedures, while considering product quality, labour, safety and
economic factors throughout.
Special edition of the Federal Register, containing a codification of documents of
general applicability and future effect ... with ancillaries.
The first edition of this comprehensive work quickly filled the need for an in-depth
handbook on concrete construction engineering and technology. Living up to the
standard set by its bestselling predecessor, this second edition of the Concrete
Construction Engineering Handbook covers the entire range of issues pertaining to the
construction
This book is intended to guide practicing structural engineers familiar with ear lier ACI
building codes into more profitable routine designs with the ACI 1995 Building Code
(ACI 318-95). Each new ACI Building Code expresses the latest knowledge of
reinforced concrete in legal language for safe design application. Beginning in 1956
with the introduction of ultimate strength design, each new code offered better uti
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lization of high-strength reinforcement and the compressive strength of the con crete
itself. Each new code thus permitted more economy as to construction material, but
achieved it through more detailed and complicated design calcula tions. In addition to
competition requiring independent structural engineers to follow the latest code for
economy, it created a professional obligation to fol low the latest code for accepted
levels of structural safety. The increasing complexity of codes has encouraged the use
of computers for design and has stimulated the development of computer-based
handbooks. Before computer software can be successfully used in the structural design
of buildings, preliminary sizes of structural elements must be established from
handbook tables, estimates, or experienced first guesses for input into the com puter.
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